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ABSTRACT

Documentation has often been a key factor in deter
mining the success of a computer. The user’s manuals have 
to be prepared, keeping in view the need and level of 
understanding of a broad group of people.

With modern LSI techniques it is possible to manu^ 
facture gates, subsystems, or even a whole system on a single 
chip. This micro-miniaturization leads us to the amazing 
world of microprocessors,

Microprocessors are inexpensive and most suitable 
for dedicated application. For this reason the microproces
sor user generally is a person highly proficient in digital 
techniques. Unfortunately this has not been realized by the 
people responsible for preparing user's manuals, and they 
more or less follow the patterns which were used to describe 
bigger machines. The material is usually bulky and does not 
take any advantage of the skill of its highly-qualified 
user.

Computer hardware design languages ^re gaining wide 
acceptance among digital designers. AHPL is a language 
developed to facilitate the representation of computer 
operations in a highly concise mathematical form which can 
easily be understood by a computer engineer. In the 
following pages, the author has made an attempt to describe
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a typical microprocessor with the help of AHPL so as to make 
it more useful to the microprocessor user„



CHAPTER I

INTRODUCTION

Large scale integration is a very recent development 
in the field of integrated circuit technology. Although the 
field is relatively new it developed with such an astonish
ing pace that there has been no parallel in any other field 
of human endeavor, Despite prevailing inflation, LSI chips 
continued a trend of decreased cost and improved performance. 
It is pointed out by Hodges (1976) that the packaging density 
available now is three times the state of the art in 1975. 
This rapid development has turned yesterday’s dream of 
"computer on a chip" into today’s reality.

A microprocessor may be considered as a computer on 
a chip, although some microprocessors may employ more than 
one chip as the CPU (MPU). Strictly speaking a single^chip 
microprocessor is not a complete computer, as it requires 
additional chips to work, such as ROM and/or RAM, which are 
used for information storage and retrieval. However, looking 
at present day rapidity of development it is not unrealistic 
to expect to see a powerful single chip micro—computer in 
the near future, ,

Microprocessors find a broad application in digital 
systems technology (Martinez 197 5) „ There has always been a
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trade-off between speed of operation and its cost. Micro
processors provide design engineers an inexpensive means of 
replacing complex digital networks with programmable systems 
in places where speed of performance is not very critical. 
Thus a microprocessor may successfully be employed in I/O 
interfacing devices, in testing and laboratory instrumenta
tion, or in process control systems employing sampled-data 
techniques. In the field of speech and communication the 
use of digital techniques for signal processing and transmis
sion has been proved to be better than the conventional 
analog approach in several respects. The same is true for 
the field of telemetry. With the advent of the micro
processor these digital techniques will receive wider 
acceptance. With improvement in microprocessor technology 
and better understanding of this new tool among designers 
many new uses will be discovered.

From the above discussion it may be concluded that 
microprocessors will mostly be employed as dedicated devices 
for special-purpose applications. They are cheap yet 
adequately powerful. Today's microprocessors, costing about 
a hundred dollars or even less, are more powerful than 
minicomputers costing a few thousand dollars a decade ago,
For this reason the final design and purchase decision 
usually lies solely with a technical man in charge of design 
and execution, rather than general.management of a company.



Walsh (1969) points out that clear, timely, and 
readable documentation is vital for the successful use of a 
computer. She also advocates that a user's manual should 
be prepared keeping in view qualifications and needs of the 
user. Since the microprocessor is a design engineer’s 
tool, the user’s manual should be oriented toward system 
designers rather than general programmers. Unfortunately 
this has not been realized by the people responsible for 
microcomputer documentation and the manual writing has 
followed more or less the same pattern which was used to 
describe bigger machines and consequently oriented toward 
the general programmer.

A design engineer differs from a general user, as he 
is a person highly proficient in digital techniques and is 
expected to know at least one hardware description language. 
As Beam (1974, p. 83) writes: "Every digital designer needs 
to know about design automation, even if he’s only going to 
build a single syst'em, " A digital designer will therefore 
be able to follow a description in any hardware language 
without much difficulty. CHDL (computer hardware design 
language) may be employed as an efficient means of communicar- 
tion among design engineers (Chu 1974), for concise 
mathematical description of a digital.system, for documenta^ 
tion and simulation purposes, A hardware compiler for one 
of the hardware description languages (AHPL) has been 
developed at The University of Arizona (Hill 1974).
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The design of a microcomputer based system involves 

knowledge of several disciplines (Barna and Porat 1976), 
including computer architecture and programming. For this 
reason it will be useful to provide the user with some under
standing of the chip architecture. Although presentation of 
minute technical details is neither easy nor essential, the 
basic pattern of data flow and control signals essential 
for efficient use of a microprocessor can be explained 
without much difficulty. For this reason a register 
transfer level of hardware language was selected. Solely 
from the programming point of view it is an established fact 
that an understanding of hardware promotes efficient pro
gramming in assembly language (Hill 1976).

In the following pages SMP-1 (Simple Microprocessor- 
1) has been used as a vehicle to demonstrate this new 
approach for writing.a user's manual. The fact that the 
author had to develop a new microprocessor( points to the 
shortage of materials describing hardware of existing 
microprocessors. Since this approach is based on hardware 
description, it was not possible to use any of the existing 
microprocessors.

To develop the instruction set for SMP-1, instruction 
sets for other microprocessors like Motorola M6800 (Motorola 
Semiconductor 1976), Signetics 2650 (Signetics Corporation 
1975), and National Semiconductor's Pace (Soucek 1976) 
etc., were closely studied. Typical instructions (though



"typical instructions" is hard to define in the area of 
microprocessors) from these microprocessors were adapted to 
be used as instructions set for SMP-1. Consequently claims 
of originality in this area will not be made.

The instruction set of SMP-1 is fairly versatile, 
yet its design is quite simple. The design philosophy is 
discussed in some detail in Chapter IV.

In writing this manual the author has tried to
follow the philosophy of Polya (1945)--to control yourself
when, by chance you have two things to say? say first one; 
then the other, not both at the same time.

For this reason AHPL has been chosen as the hardware 
description language. It fully fits into the philosophy of
saying one thing at a time, unlike CDL or DDL (Dietmeyer
1971) in which states of machine should be described 
beforehand. An exhaustive comparison between different 
languages can not be made in this short introduction. 
However, the description of microprocessor in one hardware 
language will encourage the use of other hardware languages 
for this purpose. As stated earlier, the ability of AHPL 
to say one thing at a time led the author to use this 
language for the user's manual.

Care has been taken not to complicate the discussion 
by giving minute technical details which might be beyond the 
comprehension of the user. For this reason not much is 
written as to why a particular approach was taken in making



and selecting the instruction format or in the way it is 
implemented. However, some comparison is presented between 
various approaches whenever necessary. Readers interested 
in a deeper treatment of computer hardware can find excel
lent books on the subject (Poppelbaum 1972). The purpose 
of this report is to deal with the system at register 
transfer level rather than looking at individual components.

The instruction set can be implemented by using a 
hard-wired approach or microprogrammed control (Barna and
Porat 1976). The latter approach increases flexibility and 
reduces cost and complexity of the digital system at the 
expense of speed. Furthermore, microprogrammed control may 
be implemented by using Programmed Logical Arrays or ROM 
(Blakeslee 1975). No matter what approach is taken to 
implement the instruction set, the system can be represented 
by AHPL, For as far as terminal characteristics are con
cerned the results will be almost identical (Hill and 
Peterson 1973). The user is mainly concerned with terminal 
characteristics rather than internal details.

With the present state of the art it is possible to 
manufacture about 3000 gates on a single chip (Hodges 1976). 
Also it is possible to realize some of the registers from 
chunks of semiconductor memory. Thus, to the author's 
knowledge, there exists no theoretical difficulty in 
realizing a hard-wired MPU, In this thesis the author has
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tried to describe a hard-wired CPU. Few changes will be 
required to show the microprogrammed approach.

The user's manual for the SMP-1 is presented in the 
Appendix; the rest of the thesis is divided into five 
chapters.

Chapter II discusses some salient features of the 
user's manual and its organization. After reading,this 
chapter, the reader should refer to the user's manual to 
appreciate the materials of subsequent chapters.

Chapter III is an analysis of this new approach to 
manual writing. It discusses the effectiveness of the use 
of the design language for the purpose. Some problems 
encountered in using AHPL are also discussed.

Chapter IV is an attempt to explain the philosophy 
behind selecting different options in the design of SMP-1.
It also explains some trade-offs involved in making these 
decisions. Some sort of comparison between SMP^-1 and other 
microprocessors has also been presented. A detailed com
parison would be a topic in itself, yet with this limited 
discussion, the reader may have a fair idea of the standing 
of SMPr-1 among contemporary microprocessors.

The last chapter is a conclusion, emphasizing the 
use of AHPL in manual writing.

To end, the author would like to say that this is 
just one of the many possible ways to write a user's manual. 
Some manufacturers who prefer to have special dedicated



devices to supplement their CPU would definitely like to 
include these in the discussion. Also the details of 
available, software and debugging facilities could be given, 
but this was not practical in this hypothetical case. The 
topic of I/O can also be treated in a different manner, 
especially in the case when a dedicated device is available 
for interfacing between CPU and I/O. Whatever variation 
is made in format, the author is confident that the use of 
design languages will greatly enhance the utility of the 
user's manual.



CHAPTER II

ORGANIZATION OF THE USER'S MANUAL

To keep the user's manual as a separate entity it 
has been presented in the Appendix. This approach also 
helps to circumvent the formatting problem. Format of a 
user's manual is different from that of a thesis. A problem 
associated with this method is that the user's manual has 
been removed from its logical position which would be 
immediately following the introduction. For this reason 
the reader is reminded to refer to the Appendix before 
proceeding to subsequent sections of the report.

The user's manual has been divided into three 
sections. The first part discusses the general layout of 
the microprocessor. It shows the pin connections and gives 
a brief description of the internal structure, including 
busing and ALU, Various modes of addressing available in 
SMP^-1 are also described in great detail using AHPL nota^ 
tions.

The second section deals with the implementation of 
the instruction set. In Section 2.2 of the Appendix the 
instructions are described by using a high-level AHPL. A 
flow chart describing the structure of the CPU is then 
presented. The microprocessor is then described by AHPL,
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The last part dealing with input/output takes full 

advantage of AHPL. In fact it would not have been possible 
to write such a concise description and AHPL not been used. 
This section fully explains what types of interfacing 
signals would be required. No special dedicated devices 
have been suggested; instead, the designer is given all the 
technical details to make his own decision.

For brevity and simplicity the logic of the inter
facing device is not shown in detail. Only that portion of 
logic which is employed to interface with the microprocessor 
is shown.

A detailed description of the three types of I/O 
instructions, viz.. Program controlled, Interrupt, and DMA, 
is also given



CHAPTER III

EVALUATION OF THE NEW APPROACH IN MANUAL WRITING

Introduction
The user’s manual described in the Appendix differs 

markedly from conventional user's manuals, This difference 
is a result of using AHPL as the language to describe the 
microprocessor, rather than relying solely on common 
English. This section also discusses some of the limitations 
of AHPL and the need for a higher-level AHPL.

Criteria of a User's Manual
An instrument is needed in order to measure whether 

or not the use of AHPL resulted in a better manual. For 
this purpose the author proposes the following criteria:
(11 complete, (2) logically consistent, (3) satisfies
individual user’s need, (4) leyel of presentation compatible 
with individual user’s ability, (5) clear and easily under
stood, (6) concise and not redundant, and (7) suitable for 
future reference.

Completeness
The manual contains a complete and exhuastive dis

cussion of the structure of the microprocessor, its

11
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addressing modes, the instruction set and input/output, 
including DMA facility.

The process of setting a design down in a design 
language form forces attention to all details. Ordinarily 
various items will fail to occur to the writer of the manual 
while in the process of writing the manual. A meticulous 
process of checking and rechecking of the user's manual by 
more than one person will ultimately remove most such 
defects, but it will considerably increase the cost of the 
manual. The cost of documentation of microprocessors is 
not a minute fraction of the total system cost, as it may 
be with full-scale computers.

Logically Consistent
If the manual is read superficially one could get 

the impression that some inconsistency exists in the AHPL 
description of instructions and the execute phase of the 
microprocessor control sequence. It should be noted that 
in the execute phase some of the instructions are grouped 
together (see for example steps 27, 35, 40, 41 of the 
sequence in section three of the Appendix) and the decode 
mechanism is set in such a way that only one operation, 
depending on the instruction being executed, would take 
place.

It is a well known fact that mathematical models 
do not permit ambiguity and contradiction, thus the



description of the microprocessor in a design language is 
more systematic and logical than the description in common 
English,

Individual User's Need
The fact that a microprocessor user's need is 

usually beyond software can not be overemphasized, He would 
like to have details on interfacing signals between memory 
and MPU, and the way I/O is handled by the microprocessor. 
With this information, the user will be able to take maxi
mum advantage of the flexibility provided in the system.

The control sequence of Chapter III gives all the 
details a designer would like to know about memory inter
facing, It shows the precise points in the execution 
sequence where memory will be referenced„ It also gives the 
type of interfacing between MPU and the memory module. If 
the type of signals required for interfacing are not present 
in the memory being used, the user can design his own 
interfacing module.

Chapter I? gives the necessary details about input/ 
output. The AHPL description shows how I/O registers could 
be addressed by the programmer and the interfacing signals 
between the CPU and I/O devices. Likewise interrupt 
handling and DMA is explained in AHPL, Clearly stating the 
interfacing requirements. To further clarify the topic of 
I/O an outline sketch of different.possible I/O controllers
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is given in AHPL. This will make it possible for the user 
to develop a controller optimized for his own use rather 
than relying on finding an off-the-shelf device. If, on the 
other hand, his application is such that the development of 
a new controller is not economical he can then buy any .off- 
the-shelf device which is compatible with the outlined AHPL 
description.

Presentation Compatible with User's Ability
A basic difference between the author's approach and 

more conventional methods of writing a user1s manual is in 
the realization of the fact that a microprocessor user is 
not a layman. He is a qualified digital system designer 
with an adequate background in design language(s). For 
this reason SMP-1 has been described in AHPL rather than in 
general English, This has helped the author to cover the 
material to a greater depth and with more clarity and 
conciseness.

Clear and Easily Understood
To make the discussion easy to understand, it has 

been supplemented with figures and illustrations wherever 
necessary. Section 2 of the Appendix shows the pin layout 
and assignment of the microprocessor along with the direc
tion of information flow. Path of data flow within the 
microprocessor has been illustrated by a diagram, A flow 
chart of the control sequence has been given in Section 3 to
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help the reader in understanding the AHPL sequence with 
greater ease. Instructions are described individually in 
higher-level AHPL apart from the main control sequence so 
that the reader may have no difficulty in understanding 
the control sequence.

The use of AHPL helped to explain the architecture 
of the microprocessor without any ambiguity. Logical 
progression from the start of the fetch cycle to the end of 
execute phase would help to remove any misunderstanding on 
the part of the user regarding the exact nature of an 
instruction.

The clear picture of input/output given in Section 4 
will be very helpful for a user, especially if he decides to 
design his own interface.

Concise and not Redundant
The appeal of the AHPL model lies in its brevity and

\conciseness without any compromise on clarity and complete
ness , Such depth would not have been possible had AHPL not 
been used.

Let us look at an example to see how AHPL helps in 
describing things more concisely. The instruction JUN 
(unconditional Jump to Subroutine) has arbitrarily been 
chosen for the purpose of illustration. The power of AHPL 
can be appreciated by comparing the description of JUN in 
common English with that in AHPL.
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1. English description of JUN: "Content of the program

counter is saved in the stack at a location pointed
by the Stack Pointer. The Stack Pointer is then
incremented by one. Contents of the Memory Data
register are now moved into the Program Counter, 
Control now branches to the beginning of instruction 
fetch sequence."

2. AHPL description of JUN:
STACK * DCD0. 3 {.STACK?) •‘-PC 0.15

STACKP-s-INC (STACKP)

PC0:15'f'MD0:15
(1)

AHPL not only gives the information contained in 
many words of English version by four simple transfer 
statements, but also tells us that STACKP is a 3'-bit 
register and MD and PC are sixteen bits wide, The fact that 
STACK is sixteen bits wide and eight words deep can also be 
inferred from the above equations. This example clearly, 
shows the superiority of AHPL over common English descrip
tions .

It is not possible to abstain totally from using 
common English for several reasons, the most important being 
the fact that it is certainly a common mode of expression. 
The use of English in a manual written in a design language
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will decrease with the increase in confidence and experience 
with design languages.

In this manual the author has tried to keep the use 
of English at a minimum. It has been used in comments to 
elaborate some of the complicated AHPL steps, to explain 
and emphasize important points and to tie together different 
sections of the manual.

An occasion on which the manual may be charged with 
being redundant is the description of instructions indi
vidually, apart from the main control sequence„ These 
instructions are described individually in a higher-level 
AHPL for the purpose of clarity. The use of higher level 
AHPL will help the reader to understand the complicated 
AHPL steps of the control sequence without any trouble.
This also helped to keep the description of the control 
sequences very short and concise.

Suitable for Future Reference
The manual is organized in such a way that it is easy 

to refer to any individual topic. However, it is urged that 
at least one thorough reading of the manual be undertaken 
before using it for reference.

Once the content of the manual is understood, the 
AHPL control sequence along with the instruction set is all 
that is needed for future reference. The condensed descrip^ 
tion of the microprocessor in AHPL makes it possible to look
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up any desired operation without going through pages of the 
manual and resorting to detective techniques to trace the 
desired information.

Need of Higher-Level AHPL 
The reader will notice that two levels of AHPL are 

used in the manual. Section 1 of the manual uses a higher 
level of AHPL. In this section the register transfers are 
shown directly without indicating the bus structure. This 
notation of transfer does not describe the exact connections 
but helps the reader to understand the operation more 
clearly. This type of notation also helps to describe the 
instructions in Section 2, It can also be employed as 
comment statement to the lower level language (see, for 
example, step 56 of Section 2.4 of the Appendix),

When it is desired to describe the machine at a 
level higher than register transfer, AHPL may be somewhat 
limited. AHPL discourages use of statements which cannot be 
transferred directly into hardware. Such statements, how
ever, are quite useful in simplifying the discussion, and 
are very much desired in a user's manual. Here a program- 
relative mode of addressing is described. The statement is:

MEMAD+T (1PC+ MDq. g) *MD7VT (±PC- MDq ̂ 1*141^

The above statement clearly explains what we mean by 
a relative mode of addressing without giving any hint on
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how it will be implemented in hardware. Such statements are
not allowed in AHPL.

If AHPL is strictly followed, the following steps 
will have to be used to describe the above step in a machine 
in which subtraction is performed by means of two's 
complement addition:

1. PC * m d 7 PC ,
2. PC * MC7 ADD CPC, 1)
3. MEMAD f- ADD(PC,MD0<,6)

MD7/6
4. MEMAD MEMAD
5.' MEMAD ADD (MEMAD, 1)
6 . —

• END

Along with the above statements, a description of 
ADD networks is also required. Such detailed information 
may be useful for the AHPL compiler while designing the
system but is of no use to the reader of the manual.
Besides being lengthy, minute technical details obscure the 
real meaning of the operation. The above example is suffi
cient to demonstrate the need to develop a. higher level 
AHPL for writing a user's manual.



CHAPTER IV

DESIGN PHILOSOPHY OF SMP-1 

Introduction
There are many types of microprocessors available 

on the market. At one extreme is the product with a strong 
instruction set and powerful addressing techniques, which is 
similar in characteristics to a small mini^-computer. At the 
other extreme are devices which are used for logic replace
ment or as programmable logic devices. SIGNETICS 2 650 is a 
representative of the former type while INTEL 4004 belongs 
to the latter type.

From the programmer's view there is little differ
ence between a microprocessor of the first type and mini
computers. But it should be noted that the user of a 
microprocessor is not essentially a programmer. In a market 
of tight competition between OEM manufacturers, even the 
slightest increase in cost due to additional hardware 
requirements could lead to a less successful product„

Microprocessors are optimized to be used as dedicated 
devices rather than general purpose batchr-mode data 
processors, Their inherent advantage lies in low-overall 
cost rather than in powerful instruction set,

20
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Execution time of an instruction is a direct 

function of the number of bytes used. For this purpose some 
microprocessors (like INTEL 8080) have a large set of single
byte memory reference instructions and separate instructions 
to load memory address registers. While this approach may 
not look good to a minicomputer programmer, it could be 
efficiently used in conjunction with Auto^increment and Auto
decrement facilities to move around large amounts of data.

Before making any comparison between SMP-1 and other 
microprocessors, the author would like to say that such a 
comparison is just for the sake of getting general ideas.
It will show where and why sacrifices were made. Although 
there need be no limit on facilities which could be included 
in SMP-1 (after all it is hypothetical--no hardware 
restrictions) , the design scope has been quite modest.
At times it was difficult to make some sacrifices for design 
simplicity. The author has tried to restrain himself from 
making a super-microcomputer by amalgamating facilities 
available in different microprocessors. Thus a device was 
designed which is superior to some microprocessors in some 
respects, while inferior in others,

Addressing Techniques
SMP—1 has fairly versatile addressing modes yiz, 

inferred, immediate, relative, or absolute. Like F-8, PACE, 
or M6800 it can access 65k bytes. Signetics 2650 can access
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only 22k bytes memory but it has the feature of indirect 
addressing which SMP-1 does not have. Since Auto-increment 
and Auto-decrement indexing facilities were provided, 
indirect, addressing facility was not easily justifiable. 
Indirect addressing can be useful in paged computers but 
SMP-1 has 16k bytes/page which will be sufficient for most 
microcomputer applications. Furthermore Branch can be used 
to Jump to other pages, M6800 also does not allow indirect 
addressing while PACE allows very limited indirect address
ing.

Addressable Registers 
The microprocessor has seven addressable registers 

(see Section 1.5 of the user's manual). Since it was not 
possible to spare 3 bits of an instruction to select a 
register, a bit in PSR called REGBNK, along with two bits 
of the instruction,is used for register selection, Use of 
REGBNK in the process of register selection may in some 
cases increase programming difficulties. Most of the 
programs can be written in such a way that registers of one 
group are used by the main program, while the other group 
of registers is used by interrupt-handling subroutines„ 
Switching from one group to another can easily be done by 
altering REGBNK,

Availability of addressable registers is not unique 
with SMP-1, INTEL 8080 has five sixteen-bit addressable



registers besides AC. In 8080 even the program counter is 
addressable. PPS-8,besides having two accumulators,has 
three 8-bit registers (data counter), 14-bit PC; 16-bit LINK 
and a 5-bit Stack Pointer and all these are addressable.
These registers were very much necessary because PPS-8 makes 
a distinction between data memory and program memory. This 
hard-to-understand microcomputer is inherently powerful 
because in most cases it generates a lesser number of bytes
for a program,especially if loops are used.

The 16-bit PSR provided in SMP-1 contains Stack 
Pointer, Branch conditions, Interrupt Inhibit and OVF etc.
The program status register can be programmed by all 
addressing options. Thus the programmer has full control 
over the microprocessor. This register with minor modifica
tions has been adopted from Signetics 2650 PSW.

Branch Function and Subroutine Handling 
By just looking at the instruction set one might get .

the wrong impression that SMP^-l has very limited branching 
capabilities. No doubt it has only three branching instruc
tions, viz.: BIT, BIF, BUN, However, when we analyze BIT 
and BIF, we see that they gave many branching options:

1. Branch if register is negative.
2. Branch if register is positive,
3. Branch if register is zero.
4. Branch if register is not negative.
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5. Branch if register is not positive.
6. Branch if register is not zero.

Besides these options, a branch can either be local 
(+127, -128) or global, i.e., absolute, which can be any
where in the memory.

Although available options are not as many as 
allowed by M6800 or Signetics 2650, they are more than those 
allowed by most other microcomputers, National Semi-, 
conductor PACE is unusual in that it has external inputs 
for conditional Jumps. This characteristic could be quite 
powerful in some'dedicated application, but increases 
hardware complexity.

.Jump to Subroutine has the same options which are 
available for Branch instructions. Eight levels of nesting 
are possible by means of STACK (16:8) and STACK?(3). 
Recursive call to a subroutine is also possible. In cases 
where eight levels of nesting prove to be insufficient, 
software stack and open-ended subroutine will have to be 
employed.

Input Output
Like minicomputers, microcomputers also differ 

from one another in the way they handle I/O, M6 800 and PACE 
have no I/O instruction (except interrupt). These proces
sors treat I/O port as any other addressable location. On 
the other hand SIGNETICS 2650, ROCKWELL PPS-8 and NATIONAL
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SEMICONDUCTOR SC/MP do have some I/O instructions. SMP-1 
has fairly extensive I/O instruction set, which lets the 
device know whether instructions or data are being 
transmitted/received.

Interrupt Handling 
Interrupt handling is fairly straightforward in ' 

SMP-1 but it requires some intelligence on the part of the 
interrupting device for the following reasons:

1. Interrupting device has to place its identification 
code on DATBUS.

2. In case of simultaneous INTERRUPTS it is the 
responsibility of the interrupting devices (through 
Daisy Chain or hardware logic) to determine their 
own priority.

Some microprocessors have very simple solutions for 
the problem of Interrupt handling, for example, PACE has five 
interrupt lines, with each line assigned to a different device. 
This scheme is very successful in cases where no more than 
five interrupting devices are tied in. Most systems do have 
less than five devices anyway. Since microprocessor's CPU 
is much cheaper than a mini-computer's, there is not much ad
vantage in tying very many devices to a single microprocessor.

Inputting its own identification code is common to 
8080 and SIGNETICS 2650; in the INTEL 8080 no more than 
eight different devices can be connected.
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Hardware for interrupt in the SMP-1 is very simple; 

only two AHPL.steps are needed. A special JUN Absolute 
instruction is created by the hardware itself.

Instruction IR^-11110001 could be created by having 
a special ROM implemented register containing 11110001 
whose contents are transferred to IR when this instruction 
is being executed. Notice that program now jumps to step 
38 (see Section 2.4). It is the step where execute phase 
of Jump to Subroutine starts„ This simple approach will be 
easy to implement.

Direct Memory Access
In almost all cases DMA is considered to be the sole 

responsibility of the DMA controller. The only facility 
available on SMP-1 chip is for BUSFLT and PAUSE signals; 
what is done after DMA, issues these signals is entirely up 
to DMA logic. GPU waits until it regains control when these 
signals are withdrawn. Some devices like M68 00 have 
separate BUSFLOAT for ADDRESS, and DATA BUSES. In this 
case CPU and DMA use memory in an overlapping manner.
This is possible because of the nature of M6800 timing cycle 
shown here.

/ CPU ADDRESS A DMA ADDRESS 
/ . DMA DATA \ CPU DATA
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At the time when CPU places address on ADBUS, DMA 

gets data corre ponding to the address placed in a previous 
phase then the DMA floats the ADBUS and places the address 
to get new data. Although this approach saves time, it 
places some restrictions on DMA speed. Since the author's 
aim was to develop a device which could be interfaced 
easily with other devices in standard hand-shake transfers, 
this approach was not taken.

It may be noted that F-8 allows simultaneous DMA 
but it requires a special DMI (Direct Memory Interface) 
device for the purpose.

Simultaneous DMA is implemented by PACE by 
guaranteeing a minimum of 2 ySec time during execution of 
non-memory reference instruction so that DMA could access 
memory when CPU is busy doing some other thing.

Design Simplicity 
SMP-1 is somewhat unusual so far as design simpli-r 

city is concerned. First it does not require specially- 
built devices around it and secondly its pins are not 
multiplexed; that is, each pin is precisely defined for 
one and only one function. Let us discuss these aspects 
in greater detail.

Special Purpose Devices
Many of the microcomputer manufacturers chose to 

implement very little logic on CPU chip, Fairchild’s F~8
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CPU 3850 contains Accumulator, ALU, IR, and interfacing 
signals with other devices, but it cannot be called a CPU 
in the real sense of the word and requires supplementary 
devices. Even INTEL 80 80 (probably the most-used micro
processor) needs special devices like 8224 clock generator, 
8228 system controller, 8225 for parallel I/O interface,
8251 USART I/O communication interrupts, 8214 priority 
interrupt device, 8205 and 8216 address buffer decoders,
8212 input output part, and 8255 I/O peripheral interface.
M6 800 has M6 820 PIA and M6850 ACI. Requirements for 
dedicated devices can affect the overall, cost of systems 
in two ways:

1. Cost of dedicated devices may be slightly more than 
similar off-the-shelf devices, for the production 
of dedicated devices depends on how well the micro
processor is sold,

2, More devices will need larger space and probably 
more power will be required. It may be noted that 
in some cases

Signal Multiplexing
The total number of pins which could be made 

available on a microprocessor is restricted by fabrication 
difficulties, and economic factors, Many microprocessors 
involve some sort of multiplexing techniquesf that is,



a given pin may carry one type of information at one time 
and entirley different information at another time. INTEL 
80 80 multiplexes Control and Status signals on the data 
lines. PACE is organized as a 16-bit machine and it multi
plexes addresses and data on a single bus. Although 
multiplexing gives obvious advantages, it involves compIpx 
techniques. For example, PACE employs ILE (Interface Latch 
Element) and ALE (Address Latch Element) for demultiplexing 
of data and addresses.

Hardwired Implementation
Is hardwired implementation of SMP-1 possible?

The question is of an academic nature and, so far as
terminal characteristics are concerned, there is not much
difference whether the device is implemented by hardwired

2control or micro'-program control. With the advent of I L 
logic, it is now possible to accommodate an ever-increasing 
number of gates on a chip. The logic is very fast and can 
give SMPt-1 . an edge over conventional ROM-control led micro
processors in terms of execution speed.

The difficulties which might be encountered in 
developing such circuitry and its associated cost is beyond 
the scope of this report. The gain in execution1speed might 
offset these disadvantages.



CHAPTER V

CONCLUSION

AHPL helped in writing a clear, concise, complete, and 
logically-ordered description of the architecture of the 
microprocessor.

Is it necessary for an electronic engineer to know 
the semiconductor theory? Will it be helpful if the user 
understands the microprocessor structure? Answers to such 
questions depend on the type of work the designer is 
involved in. For general-purpose application a detailed 
knowledge of the system may not be essential„ However, in 
cases where one has to give careful consideration to timing 
and performance, in situations in which each and every bit 
counts, knowledge of structure will surely help the user to 
use the device more efficiently and with greater confidence. 
Apart from technical advantages derived from the AHPL model, 
the understanding of the architecture of the microprocessor 
in itself may be psychologically rewarding for many users.
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SECTION I 
INTRODUCTION TO SMP-1

1.1 Introduction'

Microprocessors are small scale computers. They can manipu

late data and can communicate with memory and I/O devices. There 

are many different types of microprocessors available starting 

from chips having very rudimentary intelligence, to ones emulating

mini-computers. There are devices requiring a host of other

dedicated chips to ones which have a complete CPU in a single 

chip. The design philosophy of SMP-1 is to achieve simplicity in 

application by giving it a fairly sophisticated instruction set, 

powerful addressing techniques, and the capability to interface 

with I/O devices.

1.2 Th- SMP-1 Chip 

Figure 1.1 shows the microprocessor chip» Arrows pointing 

into the chip mean signals coming into the chip while those pointing 

out represent signals going out of the chip. Bidirectional signals 

are shown by bidirectional arrows„ It has an 8-bit data bus and a

16-bit address bus. OPREQ, READY, and OPACK are signals used

for handshake interfacing with memory and I/O. RW selects between 

reading or writing, MIO selects whether memory or I/O operation is 

required. 100 tells that I/O device #0 is selected. CNT STATUS 

tells whether CPU is giving/receiving control/status or data. UMI, 

INTRPT, and II are for interrupt interfacing. BUSFLT and PAUSE are 

for direct memory access. The signals are fully explained in

—I—
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40cc
DO 39 UMI

  INTRPT38Dl

II37D2
D3 36 INTACK

35 BUSFLTD4
34D5 OPREQ
33D6 READY
32D7 OPACK

10AO 31 RW
30Al 11 MIO
2912 CNTSTATUSA2
28 I OOP13A3
2714 STARTA4

A5 26 A1515
A6 25 ^  A1416

24A7 > A1317
2318 A12A8
22A9 19 > All
21AlO —•<- GND20

Figure 1.1 The SMP-1 Chip
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sections 2 and 3, following. The pin connection can be described by 

the following statements:

BUSES: DATBUS (8); ADBUS (16)

INPUTS: INTKPT, UMIZ PAUSE, BUSFLT, READY, START

OUTPUTS: OPACK, RW, MIO, CNT STATUS, 100, II, INTACK, OPREQ

LABELS: DATBUSQ; ? = P I N ^ ;  A D B U S ^ ^  = ADBUSll:15 = .

PIN22-26; START = PIN27; IO0 = PIN23; CNI'STATUS = PIN2g;
MIO = PIN30; RW = PIN31;- OPACK = PIN^; READY = PIN33;

OPREQ = PIN34; BUSFLT = PIN3g; INTACK = PIN36; II = PIN^;

INTRPT = PIN ; UMI = PIN_ .3o jy

1.3 Minimum System Configuration

Since SMP-1 is a complete CPU in itself, the only 

additional chips required to support it will be memory. Thus a 

minimal•system will consist of the CPU, a RAM, and input/output 

device, such as a teletype- In some cases serial-to-parallell 

interfaces will also be required- One would also like to include 

a ROM on the minimal system so that Bootstrap Loader and Inter

facing Programs and other fixed programs can be stored into it.

It should be noted that DATBUS(8) is common to the whole 

system. It is connected to CPU, memory, and I/O devices. In the case 

of a single I/O device, the address bus need not be connected to I/O.

1.4 ALU Structure

The structure of Arithmetic Logic is shown in Figure 1.3. 

Inputs to the unit are two source buses called ASBUS(17) and BSBUS(8), 

the output is 17-bit destination bus DBUS (17) , and CBUS carries the

-Sr.
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information whether the data on ASBUS and BSBUS is to be ANDED, Ored 

exclusive, ORed, incremented or decremented, added, or subtracted.

In case of subtraction BSBUS is subtracted from ASBUS. The results 

of these operations are output to DBUS. Except for MREG and LINK 

all inputs to ASBUS are 16 bits wide while those to BSBUS are 8 

bits. Destination bus is connected to all the registers. This 

busing arrangement provides for doing a wide variety of operations 

in a very simple way, as shown in the examples below:

1. AND MD and AC and place result in AC
j

ASBUSq e 7 = AC; BSBUS = MD? AND = 1

AC DBUS _0: 7
2. Deposit contents of AC into MD

ASBUS _ = AC; OR = 1 0:7

” 0,7 ^ DBUS0 = 7

If input to a bus is not specified it is all zeroes, so BSBUS is

all zero in above operation.

3. Transfer MD^ _ to MEMAD^ zero rest of the address 0:7 0:7
register

•yBSBUS = MD OR = 10:7
ME MAD DBUS

Since only an 8 line BSBUS was connected to the input of the latch

and ASBUS was all zero, zero was stored in DBUS 8̂:15

1.5 Addressable Registers 

The microprocessor has seven addressable registers stacked in 

MREGg These registers are called AC, INDEXR1, REG21, REG31
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INDEXR2, REG22, REG32, For the purpose of programming, these 

registers are divided into two groups. A bit in PSR called REGBNK 

determines which group is active at a particular time, AC can be 

addressed by an instruction regardless of the setting of REGBNK. 

INDEXRl, REG21, and REG31 can be accessed only if REGBNK is "zero,M 

while INDEXR2, REG22, and REG32 can be accessed if REGBNK is "one." 

Thus, in case of JMS or interrupt, contents of these registers can 

be saved simply by changing REGBNK.

The Program Status Register contains information which could 

be used in controlling the sequence of program execution. This 

register can be easily tested, its contents can be manipulated by 

the programmer, and they are changed during the execution of an 

instruction to keep track of program status. This approach gives 

SMP-1 an advantage over many other microprocessors. The register is 

divided into two sections: PSRH and PSRL. The upper section, PSRH,

contains Stack Pointer and information regarding interrupt. The 

lower section contains Condition Code, Register Bank Selecting Bit, 

Overflow, Link/ option of whether to add the link or not during 

arithmetic operations, and a bit to show whether to shift or rotate 

the accumulator during operate instructions. Thus the register is 

used for: (1) interrupt processing, (2) subroutine handling, (3)

branch control by condition code, (4) control of arithmetic and 

operative operations, and (5) overflow flip flop.

^8-
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 STACK POINTER—  INTERPT II ----------  UNUSED

PSRH 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 O

PSRL 7 6 5 4 • 3 2 1 0
----BRCND----REGBNK OVF ADDL LINK SHIFT UNUSED

Label: PSRH = PSR08:15
PSRL = PSR ^O: 7
STACKP = VSR 0 ; INTRPT = PSRln; II = PSR,,' 13:15 Iz 11
BRCND = PSR : REGBNK = PSR^; OVF = PSR,6:7 9 4
ADDL = PSR3; LINK = PSR^; SHIFT = PSR^

1,6 Internal Structure of CPU 

Figure 1.4 shows the general path of data flow in the CPU.

It should be noted that most of the data is routed through ALU, This 

simplifies the structure of the chip to a great extent. Instruction 

decode logic controls the flow of data in the path. M D (16) inter

faces with DATBUS. IR(8) keeps the first byte of every instruction,

which’is then decoded by the logic. PC (16) keeps track of the place at 

which the program should be executed, MEMAD (.16) is directly con

nected to ADBUS and contains the address of instruction or operand, 

STACK(8:16) is employed to save contents of PC during subroutine 

execution. PSR(16) and REG(7:8) have been already discussed,

ADSLCT is employed to generate the correct address of operand in 

case of memory reference instructions. It also calculates the 

address of the next instruction to be executed in case of branch or

r-9-
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jump instructionso This unit is discussed in greater detail in 

Section 2.5.

MODULE: SMP-1

MEMORY: MD(16); PC (16) ; MEMAD (.16) ; PSR(16)

. AC (8) ? IR(8) ? MREG (.7 : 8) ; STACK (8:16) *

Shown above is a way to represent these registers in AHPL,

1.7 Instruction Format and Addressing Techniques '

As it is evident from the structure of Databus, SMP-1 is an 

eight-bit machine. An instruction may contain one r two, or three 

eight-bit bytes. The first byte of an instruction is encoded as 

shown:

7 • 6 5 5 3 2 1 0

ADDRESSING
MODE OP CODE

Bit 0 and 1 of the OPCODE may in some cases be used to

select one of the registers from the register bank. In case of

conditional jump and branch instruction these bits specify conditions

to be tested for branching. An instruction can be one, two, or three

bytes long. After completion of the instruction fetch cycle, IR(8)

contains first byte of the instructionf MD^e ̂  contains the second

byte, and for three-byte instructions M D ^ ^ ^  contains the third byte.

Discussion from 1.7.1 to 2,2 assumes that instruction fetch cycle

has already been completed. Thus a reference to IR, MD^^, and

MDg ^  is in fact a reference to first, second, and third byte,
*!-\l 0—.



respectively, of the instruction under consideration„ Various 

addressing options available to the programmer are discussed below.

1,7,1 inferred Addressing

This is used for register~to-register transfer. In this

mode of address IR, _ = 00. For example,6:7
AC <—  MREG * DCD0 -3 (REGBNK,CODE) .

Where CODE is defined by IR^ ^ to select one of the registers, or: 

PSRH AC

Operate and halt instructions are also one-byte long, e.g.:

AC » ACo AC 1: 7
in case of shift accumulator right.

1.7.2 Immediate Addressing

IR^ e 7 =  10 specifies this type of addressing. This is a

two-byte instruction, the second byte being the operand of the

instruction, e.g.:

MD _ = BSBUS; OR = 1 0": /
AC ' DBUS

1.7.3 Program Relative Addressing

!R = 0 1  6:7
This type of addressing is used where the operand is within 

+127 or -128 locations from the place where program is located.

This is a two-byte instruction. The second byte of the instruction 

is treated as a two1s complement number. Thus to get the operand 

MEMAD is loaded as:
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MEMAD t UPC + 1MD ) *MD„ V t (jj>c - J.MD0:6 I 0:6 7

In the case of branch and jump instructionsA the left-hand side 

of the above transfer is PC instead of MEMAD:

MD:

lr
TO BE ADDED OR SUBTRACTED

0 ADD
1 SUBTRACT

1.7.4 Absolute Addressing

I R . = 1 1  6 : 7

These are three-byte instructions. There can be two types 

of absolute addressing:

1. absolute addressing with index (memory reference 

instructions)

2. absolute addressing with page select (for jump and 

branch instructions).

Absolute addressing with index:

M D ^ e ̂  = 00 No indexing

MD^^ = 10 Indexing

MD^^ e = 01 Indexing with auto increment

MD_ „ _ =  11 Indexing with auto decrement14:15
Addressing with index:

MEMAD0:15 ADD (INDEX R, M D ^ ^ )

MEMAD14:15 PC14:15

-12r
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INDEXR <—  INC (INDEXR) *MD A MD 5 
INDEXR DEC (INDEXR) * ( V /MD .

Note that bits 14 and 15 of ME MAD are loaded from top two bits of PC. 

Thus for this type of addressing SMP-1 is divided into four pages 

and the address of operand will be on the same page as the 

instruction itself.

MD" 15 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
INDEX

CONTROL  HIGH ORDER ADDRESS- -LOW ORDER ADDRESS ---

Absolute addressing with page select:

This mode of addressing is allowed only in branch and jump 

instructions. Thus, to go from one page to another, the use of 

branch instruction is essential. In this type of instruction the 

program counter is loaded instead of MEMAD, as shown in the 

following:

PC +—  MD

MD: 15 j 14 13 12 11 10 9 8 7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0
—  page-
------ high order address--------- —low order address—

Thus, in this mode of .addressing, any of the 65,536 locations can be 

addressed.

1 .8 Subroutine Handling

Subroutines are called during the- execution of the main

program; so that the contents of the program counter are saved
^13-
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somewhere, to return to the calling program after execution of the 

subroutine. Although a software stack can be created for this 

purpose, that could be undesirable. It is more time-consuming and 

necessitates the employment of RAM. For this reason SMP.-l is 

provided with STACK(8:16) and subroutine-calling instructions 

automatically store PC at the top of the STACK. The return 

instructions restore the, top of STACK into PC. Thus eight levels 

of subroutine nesting arepossible. This scheme is also helpful in ■ 

case of subroutine calling itself. If more than eight levels of 

nesting are desired, software techniques should be employed. A 

STACKP(3) has been incorporated in CBRH to serve as a software 

stack pointer.

-14-
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SECTION II 
IMPLEMENTATION OF THE INSTRUCTION SET

2.1 Introduction 

The versatility of a computing system is based on its 

instruction set? the matter of a good or'bad instruction set is 

somewhat subjective. This problem is more complicated in case of 

microprocessor because of a lack of available statistical data.

The instruction set of SMP-1 (Table 2.1) has been designed 

to give maximum flexibility to the programmer. It is easy to under

stand and has a wide variety of addressing modes (Table 2.2). One- 

byte register-to-register transfer instructions can save a lot of 

computing time. In most small programs there will be no need to 

use any three-byte instructions, thus saving CPU time.

2.2 The Instruction Set 

For the purpose of ease in understanding, the instruction 

set can be divided into the following five categories: (1) load

and store, (2) logical and arithmetic, (3) branch and jump, (4) 

input/output, and (5) operate and special purpose. Categories 1 

and 2 are considered to be memory reference instructions.

The first byte of an instruction is stored in 8 bits of

IR(8) :
7 6 5 4 3 2 1 0

TYPE CODE
TYPE = IR6:7 7 6 Type
CODE = IR0:1 1 | 0 CODE
OP — 1*2:5 1 5 4 I 3 2 OP
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TABLE 2.1 

THE INSTRUCTION SET

MNEMONIC DESCRIPTION

LOAD Load Register
STORE Store Register
Ad d Add to Register
AND t And to Register
OR OR to Register
EOR Exclusive OR to Register
BIT Branch if condition true
Bif Branch if condition false
JIT Jump to subroutine if condition true
JIF Jump to subroutine if condition false
BRU Branch unconditional
JUN , Jump to subroutine 'unconditional
RET Return from subroutine
OUTD Output data to device
OUTC Output control to device
IND Input data from device
INS Input status from device
LPSRH Load PSR higher
LPSRL Load PSR lower
SPSRH Store PSR higher
SPSRL I Store PSR lower
RAR/SAR Rotate/Shift Accumulator right
RAL/SAL Rotate/Shift Accumulator left
CMA Compliment Accumulator
TMI . Test Mask
HALT Halt
NOP No operation

^16^
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TABLE 2.2 

ADDRESSING MODE 

(x indicates allowed mode of addressing)

INFERRED - IMMEDIATE RELATIVE

LOAD X X X
STORE X X
ADD X X X
AND X X X
OR X X X
EOR X X X
BIT X
BIF X
JIT X
JIF X
BRU X
JUN X
RET X
OUTD X X
OUTC X X
IND X X
INS X X
LPSEH X X X
LPSRL X X X
SPSRH ■ X X X
SPSRL X X X
RAR/SAR X
RAL/SAL ' X
CMA X
TMI X
HALT X
NOP X

ABSOLUTE

x
x
x
x 1
x
x
x
x
x
x
x
X

X
X
X
X

Vvl 7 r-.
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Some instructions which do not refer to any register or 

condition have a six-bit OPCODE, such that OPCODE = IR0:15
It should be noted that TYPE, CODE, OP, and OPCODE are mnemonics 

to refer to IR^ ^ ̂ and IR^ ^ , respectively. They do

not have any fixed meaning. Thus for some instruction codes CODE 

may be used to specify a register to be selected while for others 

it may specify a branch condition to be tested.

2.2.1 Load and Store Instruction

OP = 0000 LOAD 
OP = 0110 STORE

This instruction could be inferred immediate, relative, or absolute.

1. Inferred: ,

' TYPE = 00; CODE = XX 

LOAD: AC MREG*DCDQ ̂ (REGBNK,CODE)

STORE: MREG*DCD0e 3 (REGBNK,CODE) 4—  AC

2. Immediate:

TYPE = 0 1 ;  CODE = XX

LOAD: MREG*DCD_ (REGBNK,CODE) <—  MD _0:3 0: /
STORE: not allowed

3. Relative:

TYPE = 10; CODE = XX

MEMAD ADD(PC,MD -)*IR^ SUB(PC,MD^ ) *IR0:6 7 0:6 7
LOAD: MREG*DCD_ (REGBNK,CODE) 4—  MEMORY*DCD_ __(MEMAD) 0:3 O:15
STORE:

MEMORY*DCD_ _ (MEMAD) <—  MREG*DCD^ _(REGBNK,CODE)0:15 0:3
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4. Absolute:

TYPE = 11; CODE = XX

ME MAD . _ ■<—  PC . c r ADD (INDEXR, MD _ ;0:13 14:15 0:14
MEMAD0 .13 PC14 .15 , ADD (INDEXR,MD0 ; ;

" - PC14:15?
INDEX (INC (INDEXR) *MD14A MD^^) V (DEC (INDEXR)

*A/MD14;15>
LOAD:

MREG*DCD^ (REGBNK, CODE) MEMORY *DCD , (MEMAD)0:3 0:15
STORE:

MEMORY*DCD (MEMAD) •<—  MREG*DCD^ . (REGBNK,CODE)0:15 0:13

2.2.2 Arithmetic and Logical Instruction

OR = 0010 ADD 
OP = 0101 AND 
OP = 0110 OR 
OP = 0111 EOR

1. Inferred:

TYPE = 00; CODE = XX

ADD: AC ■<—  ADD(AC,MREG*DCD) (REGBNK,CODE) )O': 3
AND: AC AC A MREG*DCDq _3 (REGBNK,CODE)
OR: AC AC V MREG*DCD0 _3 (REGBNK,CODE)

EOR: AC ■<—  AC ffi MREG*DCD0 _ (REGBNK,CODE)

2. Immediate:

TYPE = 01; CODE = -XX

ADD: MREG*DCD . (REGBNK,CODE) ■*—  ADD(MD^ ,MREG*DCD _0:3 0:7 0:3
(REGBNK,CODE))

-19-
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AND: MKEG*DCD0:3 (REGBNK,CODE) •<—  MD0:7 A MREG*DCD0:3
(REGBNK,CODE)

OR: MREG*DCD 0 (REGBNK, CODE) «—  MD. _ V MREG*DCD 00:3 0:7 0:3
(REGBNK,CODE)

EOR:' MREG*DCDq_3(REGBNK,CODE) © MREG*DCD0:3
(REGBNK,CODE)

3. Relative and absolute:

TYPE = IX; CODE = XX

As can be seen from the section regarding load and store 

instructions, the only difference between relative and absolute 

addressing is the way MEMAD is loaded. As discussed in the first 

chapter ADL0G is employed to generate correct address. Thus it is 

ADLOG, not the main sequence, which differentiates between relative 

and absolute mode, Thus ME MAD ■*—  ADLOG will work for both cases.

ME MAD *—  ADLOG;

ADD: MREG*DCD (REGBNK, CODE) •*—  ADD (MEMO RY*DCD0:3 0:15
(MEMAD),MREG*000^ _ 3 (REGBNK, CODE)

AND: MREG*DCD^ (REGBNK,CODE) ■*—  MEMORY*DCD0:3 0:15
(MEMAD) A MREG*DCDq_3 (REGBNK,CODE)

OR: MKEG*DCD (REGBNK,CODE) ■*—  MEMORY*DCD0:3 0:15
(MEMAD)V MREG*DCD0 _ 3 (REGBNK,CODE)

EOR: MREG*DCD (REGBNK, CODE) •*-— MEMORY*DCD . _0 : 3 U:lb
(MEMAD) eMREG*DCD0 # 3 (REGBNK7CODE)

In all memory reference instructions branch condition 

code BRCND is updated depending on the result of the operation.

-20-
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BRCND is defined in Chapter I.

' BRCND1 <—  MREG7

BRCNDq •*—  (V/MEEG )A MREG^

In case of ADD ,OVf •<—  1 if overflow occurs, thus BRCND will be 00 

if result of operation is zero, 01 if it is positive, and 10 if it 

was negative;, MREG in the above equation is the destination register 

of the instruction being executed.

2.2.3 Branch and Jump to Subroutine Instructions

These instructions can be divided into two subcategories:

(1) conditional Branch/Jump, and (2) unconditional Branch/Jump and 

return from subroutine. First we shall discuss conditional Branch 

and Jump.

OP = 1000 BIT Branch if specified condition is true
OP = 1001 BIF Branch if specified condition is false
OP = 1010 JIT Jump if specified condition is true
OP = 1011 JIF Jump if specified condition is false

Only the program relative and absolute addressing mode is allowed. 

Address is again calculated by ADLOG.

TYPE = IX; CODE = XX

BIT: PC ADLOG* V/ (.CODE .© BRCND)

BIF: PC <—  ADLOG* V/CODE © BRCND

JIT: STACK*DCDQ#3 (STACKP) PC*V/(CODE © BRCND)

PC ADLOG * V/(CODE © BRCND)

STACKP INC (STACKP) * V/CODE © BRCND)

— 21—
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JIF: STACK * DCD^ ^(STACKP) PC * V/(CODE ® BRCND)O': 3
PC «—  ADLOG * V/ (CODE ® BRCND)

STACKP INC (STACKP) * V/CODE © BRCND

Unconditional Branch and Jump instructions do not require 

any condition code, their addressing mode may be either relative 

or absolute, as before, address is calculated by ADLOG. Return 

from subroutine is a single-byte instruction.

TYPE = IX

OP CODE = 110000 BRU Branch unconditional

OP CODE = 110001 JUN Unconditional Jump to subroutine

TYPE = 00

OP CODE = 110010 RET Return from subroutine

BRU: PC <—  ADLOG

JUN: STACK * DCD (STACKP) <—  PC0: 3
STACKP <—  INC(STACKP)

RET: STACKP ■<—  DEC (STACKP)

PC <—  STACK * DCD (STACKP) o : 3
II 0 .

In Section 3 it will be shown that interrupt causes 

execution of a subroutine and sets interrupt inhibit flip flop so 

that no further interrupt is acknowledged (unless the program changes II 

to zero in the subroutine). Thus, on return from subroutine, II is 

set to zero so that further interrupt can be acknowledged. Note"
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that if the subroutine was called by program (rather than interrupt), 

II would probably be zero in this case and this step is harmless.

2.2.4 Input/Output Instructions

This will be discussed in detail in Chapter III. I/O 

registers can either be addressed by assigning them a location above 

the last available memory address (in cases where less than 65,536 

memory locations are employed), or by assigning them zero to 255 

I/O locations. In the former case any memory reference instruction 

can be used to deal with device registers while in the latter case 

I/O instructions will have to be used.

TYPE = OX

OPCODE = 111000 OUTD Output data to selected device

OPCODE = 111001 OUTC Output control to selected device

OPCODE = 111010 IND Data to CPU from device

OPCODE = 111011 INS Status to CPU from device

Only direct and immediate addressing is allowed. In case of direct

addressing device 1/00 is implied.

OUTD: DATBUS <—  AC; MIO = 0 ;  RW = 0; OPREQ = 1

CNTSTATUS = 0; 100 = IR 6̂
OUTC: DATBUS AC; MI0 = 0; RW = O; CNTSTATUS = 1;

100 = IR ; OPREQ = 1 

IND: DATBUS <—  DDR? "DDR is device data register"

AC DATBUS
INC: DATBUS <—  DSR; "DSR is device status register"

AC DATBUS
2̂3rv



Steps shown above are only the last steps in the control 

sequence of I/O instrctions . A mechanism of .hand-shake interfacing is 

employed to let I/O device know which of the various devices are 

selected (see Section 3) .

2,2,5 Operate and Special Instructions

SMP-1 has a rather limited but adequate set of operate

instructions. These types of instructions fall into three categories

(1) instructions dealing with PSR, (2) operate and test on AC, and

(3) Halt and No-op. Instructions dealing with PSR are either direct,

immediate, relative, or absolute.

OPCODE = 110100 LPSRH Load PSRH 
OPCODE = 110101 LPSRL Load PSRL 
OPCODE = 110110 SPSRH Store PSRH 
OPCODE = 110111 SPSRL Store PSRL

1. Direct or immediate

TYPE = OX

LPSRH: PSRH (AC * H )  V(MD^ *IRj6 0: / o
SPSRL: PSRL (AC * IRj V(]Ym _ * IR_)6 0 : 7 6
SPSRH: AC PSRH

SPSRL: AC <—  PSRL

2. Relative or absolute

TYPE = IX

ME MAD ■<—  ADLOG

LPSRH: PSRH «—  MEMORY * DCD (.MEMAD)0:15
SPSRH: MEMORY * DCD^ (MEMAD) PSRH0:15
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LPSRL: PSRL -*—  MEMORY * DCDq _ 15 (MEMAD)

SPSRL: MEMORY * DCD^ ^^(MEMAD) PSRL

Obviously immediate addressing is not possible in the case 

of store instructions. Operate instructions are performed on 

accumulator.

TYPE = 00

OPCODE = 111100; RAR/SAR; Rotate/shift AC right

OPCODE = 111101; RAL/SAL; Rotate/shift AC left

■ OPCODE = 111110; CMA; Complement AC

RAR/SAR; AC. . —  AC _; AC_ <—  (AC0*SHIET) V0*SHIFT0:6 1:7 7 0
, RAL/SAL: AC _ AC. ,; AC„ (AC *SHIFT)V0*SHIFT 1:7 0: o 0 /
CMA: AC —  AC

Test Mask Immediate, instruction tests if AC is same as 

Mask; it sets BRCND as 00 if all selected bits are 1 and to 1 0 

otherwise,

TYPE = 01

OPCODE = 111100; TMI Test Mask Immediate

TMI: BRCNDq 0

BRCND. -e—  V/(AC A MDn _) © MD _1 0:7 0:7

Halt and No-op instructions have the following format:

TYPE = 00

OPCODE = 000000 HALT cease execution

— 25—
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OPCODE = 111111 NOP do nothing

The purpose of these instructions is self-evident. Once halted, the 

CPU can not start unless the START signal is given to the CPU from 

the console. No-op does nothing and can be used as filler for 

timing purposes.

—26—
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2.3 THE FLOW CHART FOR SMP-1

NOTE: For ease of reference, 
the flow chart of instructions 
has been divided into seven parts 
(Figures 2.1 through 2.7)

START

NTRPTA II 
. V UMI ,

Discussed in 
Section 3

READY?

DATSUSMD
INC(PC)PC

OPACK

00?TYPE

14

11

IR MD

INTRPT
ROUTINE

ME MAD PC

ADBUS 
Request memory for 

read operation

ME MAD

Figure 2.1 Fetch phase for single byte instruction

-27-
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Figure 2.

ME MAD PC

ADBUS = MEMAD: Request 
memory for read operation

already? 

Y
MD0:7 
PC INC(PC) 
OPACK = 1

DATBUS

Y

MD 8:15 ^ 0 : 7
ME MAD -— PC

ADBUS = MEMAD; request 
memory for read

jready^ 

Y
MD0:7 

PC 1
- DATBUS 
INC(PC)

14

2 End of fetch phase for multibyte instructions

-28-
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14

23STORE?

ADRDY.

DIRECT
lDDRESS-

[ALT?

re ad y:

Request ADLOG 
for ADDRESS

MD
ME MAD »—  ADLOG 

selected REG

SELECTED REGISTER AC
set appropriate BRCND

ADBUS MEMAD; DATBUS = :
request memory for write 

operation_____

MD

Figure 2.3 Execute phase of STORE instruction

— 29—
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Figure 2.

DIRECT OR 
MMEDIATE

Y
Perform ADD, AND OR, or EOR

depending on IR2.5

Adjust BRCND and OVf

Request ADLOG for ADDRESS

ME MAD ADLOG

ADBUS = MEMAD: Request for 
memory read

<1ready>

Perform ADD, AND, OR or EOR 
depending on IR^ _
Adjust BRCND and OVf

4 Execute phase of Load, Arithmetic, and Logic operations

- 30-
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handling^

Request ADLOG for address; K -—  1 if 
specified condition is same as BRCND 

otherwise K -—  0

ADRP

PC "*—  MD

BRANCH JUMP

RET
STACKP^DEC(STACKP) | STACK*DCD (STACKP) <-PC

STACK*DCD(STACKP) PC -—  MD
STACKP —  INC(STACKP)

Figure 2.5 Execute phase of Branch and Jump instructions
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PSRH+AC PSRL^AC

Load Load Load PSRH Load PSRL Store
PSRH PSRL immediate immediate PSRH
Direct Direct Direct

PSRH^MD0:7 PSRL+MD 0:7 AC^PSRH

Store
PSRL
Direct

AC^PSRL

Adjust BRCND

Request ADLOG for address

Y

ADUBS = MEMAD; Request 
memory read

N ------ <READY2>

ME MAD <—  ADLOG

MD  ̂-f-PSRH*IR VPSRL*IR 0: 7________  0_________0

DATBUS=MD ;ADBUS=MEMAD 0: 7
Request for memory write

MD0:7 <-DATBUS; OPACK=l

Load PSRH Load PSRL

PSRH+MD PSRL<-MDo -J o <

CADY?;
Y

OPACK = 1

Figure 2.6 PSR handling instructions
-32-
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JO-OP? 

N

LEFT RIGHT

Adjust BRCND

GMA

Rotate or 
shift?/

Adjust BRCND BRCND f-V/AC MD ®MD
BRCND

AC

AC AC *SHIFT VO*SHIFT

AC

AC

AC

AC *SHIFT VO*SHIFT

AC

Figure 2.7 Completion of execute phase except I/O and interrupt
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2.4 The AHPL Sequence

MODULE: SMP-1

MEMORY: MD(16); P C (16); MEMAD(16); PSR(16) ; IR(8); MREG(8:7);

STACK(16:8)

INPUTS: INTRPT; UMI; START; READY; PAUSE; BUSFLT

INPUT ADSLCT: ADRDY; ADLOG(16); GO

OUTPUTS: OPREQ; OPACK; MIO; 100; CNTSTATUS; RW; INTACK

OUTPUT ADSLCT: ADREQ; PC; I R ^ M R E G ( 8 : 7 ) ;  PROC

BUSES: ADBUS(16); DATBUS(8)

ASBUS(17); BSBUS(8); CBUS(7)

DBUS(17)

LABEL: PSRH PSR . PSRL = PSR _; STACKP = PSR,^ 8:15 0:7 13:15
INTRPT = PSR „; II = PSR n; BRCND = PSR_  ̂12 11 0:7
REGBNK = PSR ; OVf = PSR^; ADDL = PSR^; LINK = PSR^ 5 T 3 2'5 3

CODE = IR

AND = CBUS CBUS ;

EOR = CBUS„; INC = CBUS,; DEC = CBUS : PAGE = PC2 1 0 14:15
MREG = (AC!INDEXR1!REG211REG31!INDEXR2!REG2 2!REG32)

-34-
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1. — SYN (START) /I

2. - 4- (INTRPT A II VUMI) /68 "see 3.4.1"

3. ASBUS = PC; OR = 1;
ME MAD DBUS

4. ADBUS = MEMAD; OPREQ = 1 MIO = 1; RW = 1; 
— * READY/4

MD -<-r DATBUS; BSBUS = PC; INC = ’1 0: 7
PC DBUS; OPACK = 1

"Direct path between 
DATBUS and MD is pro
vided, thus PC can be 
incremented in same 
step"

BSBUS = MD
IR DBUS

0:7
0:7

V/TYPE/14

OR l; "Since there is no
input on ASBUS, this
statement merely
transfers IR «—  MD^ "0:7
"End of fetch cycle for 
single byte instruction"

8 . ASBUS = PC; OR = 1; 
MEMAD ■*—  DBUS

ADBUS = MEMAD; MIO = 1; RW = 1; OPREQ = 1;
READY/9

10. MD <—  DATBUS; BSBUS = PC; INC = 1; "End of fetch cycle for 
PC ^  DBUS; OPACK = 1; tW° bytS instructions
— A/t y p e/ 14

11. ASBUS = PC; OR = 1; MD *-r MD _8:15 0:7
MEMAD •*—  DBUS

12. ADBUS = MEMAD; MIO = 1 ;  RW = 1; OPREQ = 1;
READY/12

13. MD DATBUS; ASBUS = PC; INC = 1; "End of fetch" 0:7
PC <—  DBUS

14. — *■ V/IR/1 "If halt enter WAIT"

-35-
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15.

16. 

17.

18.

19.

20. 

21.

22.
23.

24.

25.

26.

IR V IR4 V IR V IR2 /23 "To separate store"

TYPE1 /18

ASBUS  ̂ = AC; OR = 1;0: 7
MREG*DCDo< 3(REGBNK,CODE)
BRCND, AC?; BRCND0
—  (V/AC0;6) A a C7; 

ADREQ = 1;

DBUS;

ADRDY /I8

"MREG*DCD^ ^0: 3
(REGBNKz CODE)̂ -AC"

"see ADSLCT MODULE"

ASBUS = ADLOG; OR = 1; 
ME MAD DBUS

BSBUS

MD0:7

MREG*DCDq _^(REGBNK,CODE); OR = 1;
DBUS 0:7

DATBUS = MD_ ADBUS = MEMAD; 0: 7
PROC = 1; MIO = 1; OPREQ = 1;

READY /21

"PROC is used by MODULE 
ADSLCT to see if latches 
are available for incre
menting for decrementing 
INDEXR"

— r  2

IR5/37
^  'OTE1A IR4, TYPE^/27,29

OVf AC_; ASBUS = ADDLA LINK, AC; BSBUS = MREG*DCD  ̂7 __ 0:3
(REGBNK,CODE)*IR V MD _*IR^;6 0:7 6

ADD = 1 
LINK, AC DBUS

BRCND
OVf

AC7; BRCNDo (V/AC A AC 0: 6
(OVfA (MREG7*DCD0 _3(REGBNK,CODE)) AaC? V OVf

(MREG *DCD (REGBNK,CODE)) A AC )*IR V ((OVf A MD • AAC ) V  7 0:3 7 6  / /
(OVf A ME A AC )) * IR ;7 7 6
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27.

28.

29.

30.

31.

32.

33.

34.

35.

36.

ASBUS^ = AC*V/IR BSBUS = MREG*DCD n0: /   2: 3 __ U : 3
(REGBNK,CODE) *IR V MD *IR^; OR = IR0;6 0:7 6 2
AND = IR2 a IR3; EOR = IR2 a IR3 „step 27 performs STORE,
AC -<—  DBUSq  ̂ AND, OR or EOR in direct

and immediate mode of 
addressing"

BRCND AC_; BRCND^ (V/'AC„ c)AAC_;
/ ®  u : b  /

— > 2
ADREQ = 1; — *- ADRDY/29 "Getting operand

address, see ADSLCT
for detail"

BSBUS = ADLOG; OR = 1 ; 
ME MAD <—  DBUS

ADBUS = MEMAD; RW = 1; MIO = 1; OPREQ = 1;
— READY/31

MD DATBUS; — > IR/35 "MD^  ̂ contains
0:7 4 opegiZd"

OVf MREG_*DCD^ (REGBNK,CODE) ; ASBUS0 = ADDLA LINK;7 0:3 o
ASBUS _ = MREG*DCD_ (REGBNK,CODE); BSBUS = MD _;0:7 0:3 0: /
ADD = 1; LINK, MREG*DCDQ#3(REGBNK,CODE) +—  DBUS

BRCND, *—  MREG_*DCD. (REGBNK,CODE) ; BRCND —  V/MREG r 1 7 0:3 0 0;o
*DCD (REGBNK, CODE) A MREG^*D0D (REGBNK, CODE); OVf —̂  OVf
A MD A m r e g *DCD,, _ (REGBNK, CODE) V OVf A MD A MREG *DCD 7 7 0:3 7 /
(REGBNK,CODE); PROC = 1 

— >  2

ASBUS „ = MREG*DCD (REGBNK,CODE); BSBUS = MD _;0:7 0:3 0: /
OR = I Ry AND = IR2 A Ir^; EOR = IR^A IR^;
MREG*DCD_ _ (REGBNK,CODE) DBUS^ ^0:3 0: /
BRCND1 MREG&*DCDQ _ 3 (REGBNK, CODE) ; BRCNDQ ■<—
(V/MREG^ *DCD (REGBNK,CODE) MREG^*DCD(REGBNK,CODE)) 0 : 6 0 : 3  /
— > 2
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37. — >-i r A i r  A i r , i r  A i r A i r  , A /i r „ c/42,59,53b 4 2 b 4 3 2: b

38 . ADREQ = 1; K *—  V/EOR (CODEVb RCND)
— ADRDY/38

39. —  ̂IR4 A ((KAIR2) V (K AIR ))/2 "Go to 2 in case of K
being 1 and JIF or BIF 
specified or K being 
zero and JIT or BIT 
specified"

40. ASBUS = (ADI£)G*(IR A IR ) V (IR, V/IR )) V4 3 4 0:2
(pc*(ir4 Air3) v (ir4 A i r o)) V
(STACK*DCDo#3 (STACKP))*IR4 A IR^
OR = 1;
PC*(IR4 A l R 3) V (IR4 A V/IR0>2) V (IR IR1) DBUS; 
(STACK*DCDo> 3 (STACKP)) *IR4 A IR3 V IR4 A IR^ DBUS

41. BSBUS  ̂ = STACKP; INC = IR AIR^ V IR,A IR :0:3 4 3 4 0
DEC = IR4 A IRi; OR = IR4 A IR3 V IR4 A V/IR0> 2;
II IR A IR ; STACKP DBUS ;

"Steps 40 & 41 are to 
handle all types of 
permitted branch and 
return from subroutine 
instructions"

42. — TYPE.j/45

43. ASBUS = AC* (TR A TR ) ; BSBUS = (MDrt ^*IR^ A IR, ) V0:7 __ 6 1 0 : 7 6 1
(PSRH*IRo A IRi) V ( (PSRL*IRo A IRl) ; OR = 1;

(PSRH*IR A IR ) V (PSRL*IRrtA l R  ) V (AC*IR ) DBUS_ ^0 1 0 1 1 0:7

44. BRCND *IR. AC ; BRCND^*IR1 —  (V/AC„ A AC^;1 1  / 0 1  0:6 /

45. ADREQ = 1; — >- ADRDY/45

46. ASBUS = ADLOG; OR = 1; ME MAD DBUS; — ► IR^/50

— 38—
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47. ADBUS = MEMAD; RW = 1; MIO = 1; PROC = 1;
— * READY/4 7

48. MD DATEUS; OPACK = 1;0: 7
49. BSBUS  ̂= MD OR = 1; PSRH*TjT V PSRL*IR^ DBUS^ ^0:7 0:7 0 0 0:7

— » 2
50. BSBUS = PSRH*Tr V PSRL*IR ; OR = 1; MD DBUS^0 0 0:7 0:7
51. ADBUS = MEMAD; DATBUS = MD_ ; MIO = 1 ;  RW = 0;0: 7

— > READY/51

52. OPACK = 1;
—  ̂2

53. — A/IR;IR A I R  ;IR, AlR /2,56,58 "NOOP? GO to 2; CMI GO
to 56; TMI GO to 58"

54. ASBUS = ( (AC AC^) *SHIFT A lRn) V ( (AC, _, 0) *SHIFT A IR )0:7 1:7 0 0 1:7 0
V ((ACrt tAC )*ShTfT A IR )V ((AC r ,0)*SHIFTA IR ) ;0:6 7 0 0:6 0

OR = 1;

ftC0=7*^0 V DBUS0:7

55. BRCND, -1—  AC^; BRCND <—  V/AC„ , A AC.,1 / 0 0:6 /
— » 2 "Step 54 performs

rotate or shift of AC, 
right or left"

56. ASBUS _ = AC; BSBUS^ _ = 1; EOR = 1;0:7 0:7
AC DBUS "AC -t—  AC"0: 7

57. BRCND AC_; BRCND V/AC A AC_;  > 21 / 0 0:6 /

58. BRCND 0

BRCND <—  V/ ( A c X M D ~ r r  0 MD _1 0:7 0:7
59. "I/O instructions see Section 3."

END SEQUENCE
(INDEXR1*REGBNKA GO)V(INDEXR2 *REGBNK A GC) ADLOG ^
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2.5 ADSLCT Logic

The reader must have noted that SMP-1 presents a very 

versatile range of addressing modes. For this purpose a complex 

module of ADSLCT is developed. Although this is physically located 

inside SMP-1 chip, it is a separate module. Main program inter

faces with the module by ADREQ, PROC, and ADRDY. The module 

calculates ADDRESS whenever requested by the main program. The 

function of ADSLCT logic is shown by the AHPL sequence of the 

ADSLCT logic.

MODULE: ADSLCT

MEMORY: ADLOG(16)

INPUTS: PC (16) ; INDEXR1(8); INDEXR2(8) ; IRr MD(16);o : b
ADREQ; PROC

OUTPUTS: ADLOG; ADRDY; GO

BUSES: ASBUS(16); BSBUS(8); DBUS(16); CBUS^ ,; CBUS„ .0:1 4:6

1. -4- ADREQ/1

2. — > IR /56
3. ASBUS = PC; BSBUS = MD^.y ADD = M D y  SUB = MD^;

ADLOG ■<—  DBUS

4. ADRDY = 1 "Program relative
  ̂  ̂ addressing"

.5. IR^/9 "Since Branch, Jump, and
PSR instruction are not 
indexed, they are 
separated out"
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6 . ASBUS = MD; BSBUS*V/MD^_^ = INDE XRl * RE GBNK V
INDEXR2 *REGBNK; ADD = 1
ADLOG . _ DBUS; ADLOG __ ■«—  PAGE 0:13 14:15

7. ADRDY = 1;
— +■ PROC/7

8 . BSBUS = INDEXRl*REGBNK V INDEXR2*REGBNK; INC = MD14A M D 15;
dec = md14A md15; OR = m

ADLOG _ -f—  DB.US ; GO = 1 0:7 0:7

— >■ 1
"Steps 6 to 8 are employed to calculate indexed mode of 
absolute addressing. Note that address outside name 
page cannot be accessed by memory reference instructions. 
Signal PROC tells the ADSLCT that buses and latches are 
available for auto incr menting/decrementing of INDEX 
register. On receiving GO the SMP-1 transfers ADLOG 
into the appropriate index register."

9. ASBUS = MD; OR = 1;
ADLOG «—  DBUS

10, ADRDY = 1;
— *■ 1

END
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SECTION III 
INPUT OUTPUT

3-1 Introduction

This section deals with devices which are to be used in 

connection with SMP-1 to make a workable system. The subject of 

input output has been divided into the following sections:

(1) memory, (2) programmed I/O transfers, (3) interrupt processing,

(4) unmaskable interrupt, and (5) direct memory access-

3.2 Memory

Memory is the most frequently used I/O device. By virtue 

of hand shake mechanism in memory interfaces, almost any com

mercially available memory can be used in the system. Memory 

should be organized in 8 bit/words. This could be done by using 

semi-conductor memory having 8 bit/word organization or group of 

eight single bit/word Memory used in such a way that each such 

device is tied to a different line on the DATBUS(8). In this case 

one address will refer to a group as a whole. In using dynamic 

memory, care must be taken that the memory is not accessed during 

refresh cycle. This could be done by tying MBUSY signal issued 

during refresh cycle to PAUSE during input of SMP-1 or by using 

a memory which itself takes care of refresh cycle and does not 

respond to OPKEQ until refresh cycle is over.

For a 64K system employing semi-conductor memory, it will 

usually be necessary to have some sort of decoding network to 

select from different chips. For example, if memories are
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organized as 1024 word/chip then each chip will have ten address 

inputs, and one chip enable line. In this case ADBUS^^ could 

be decoded externally to generate one-out-of-64 chip select 

signals. Any such interface would be considered an integral 

part of the memory module.

3.2.1 The AHPL Description of the Memory 

MODULE: MEMORY

MEMORY: MEMORY(216:8); DATREG(8) 

INPUT: OPREQ; MIO; RW, OPACK

OUTPUT: READY;.MBUSY

BUSES: ADBUS(16); DATBUS(8)

1. MBUSY <—  0

— OPREQ V MI0/1

2. MBUSY 1 

RW/6

3. DATREG -- MEMORY*DCD

4. DATBUS '

5 . — OPACK/4

— > 1 
6 . MEMORY*DCD 

1

(ADBUS)0:15
DATREG; READY = 1

"If write go to 6"

0:15 (ADBUS) DATBUS? READY = 1

3.3 Program Controlled I/O 

SMP-1 has a powerful set of INPUT/OUTPUT instructions, so 

that I/O devices with rudimentary intelligence could be connected
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to the processor directly instead of interfacing through

specialized modules. I/O instructions are repeated here for

reference:

111000 OUTD: Selected Device <—  DATA

111001 OUTC: Selected Device <—  Control

111010 IND: SMP-1 <—  Data from selected devixe

111011 INS: SMP-1 *—  Status from selected device

As explained in Section II, the instructions can be

either one byte or two bytes in length. In case of one byte , 

special 100 is implied. Otherwise any of the possible 256 I/O 

device registers are referenced. The following interfacing signals 

are available:

100: If it is "I" 100 is referenced, otherwise any of the

other 256 possible devices are referenced.

MIO: If it is "I" memory is referenced, if zero, I/O is

referenced,

CNTSTATUS: "I" means the instruction involves control

or status; "O" means data transfer is involved.

RW: "I" is for IND or INS; "O" is for OUTD or OUTS

3.3.1 AHPL Sequence of SMP-1 for I/O Interfacing

control branches to step 59 in case of I/O instructions. The 

steps following this branch are as follows:

In Section 2,1/0 was not discussed in detail. Recall that

59. BSBUS = MD ; OR = 1 0 : 7
MEMAD <—  DBUS 0:7

"Since ASBUS was all 
zero this data on 
ASBUS is ignored"
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60. ADBUS = MEMAD; MIO = 0; CNTSTATUS = IR : 100 = IR :0 6
RW = IR ; OPREQ = 1;

READY/60

61.

62.

IR /65

AS BUS 0:7 AC; OR = 1;

MD,0:7 

63. DATBUS

DBUS

MD0:7

0:7 

; RW 0; MIO = 0

CNTSTATUS = IR^;

READY/63 

2

MD„ _ -*—  DATBUS; OPACK = 1;

; OR = 1;

64.

65 * “-0:7 
66. BSBUS = MD

AC DBUS
0:7

0:7
67, BRCND AC?; BRCNDx (V/AC

"In case 100 is 
accessed, data on 
ADBUS is ignored"

"OUTD and OUTC"

"IND or INS"

0 :6'
A AC.

It should be noted that the MEMAD is loaded with MD^ _0:7
whether the instructions are for IO0 or not, but the address on 

ADBUS is ignored by I/O devices when 100 is high. This scheme 

saves hardware without any significant increase in execution time.

Although there are different types of I/O devices 

such as card reader, line printer, teletype, CRT, or,in some 

control applications, servomotor or pneumatic or electric con

troller, so far as the CPU is concerned, communication between 

devices and CPU involves one or more of the following operations:
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• 1. Transfer data from CPU to device or vice versa.

2. Transfer control from CPU to device

3. Transfer status from device to CPU

Thus it can be seen that the available instruction set is 

quite adequate. Interfacing between I/O and CPU is done in such 

a wa:y that I/O devices can run a synchronously with CPU, so that the 

slowest device can be interfaced as easily as the fastest.

This will be made clear by the AHPL sequence for the device 

in section 3.3.1.1.

3.3.1.1 AHPL Sequence for an I/O Device. Since there are so 

many different types of I/O devices, AHPL sequences of these devices 

will vary to a great extent. Description in this section will be 

confined to that part which interfaces with SMP-l. For example, assume 

device #20 is considered, for which the code is 00010100:

MODULE: IODEV20

MEMORY: DATA(8); CNTRL(8); STATUS(8)

INPUT: OPREQ; 100; RW; OPACK; MIO; CNTSTATUS

OUTPUT: READY; IDMA

BUSES: ADBUS(16); DATBUS(8)

1. OPREQ VMIO V 100/1

2. V/00010100 © ADBUS/1

3. — RW/6

4. DATBUS STATUS*CNTSTATUS V DATA*CNTSTATUS
IDMA = 1; READY = 1 "IDMA is to inhibit DMA, see

_____________  Q q 1"
-^OPACK/4
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5. — >*1

6. DATA * CNTS TATUS V CNTRL*CNTSTATUS DATBUS

If the I/O device is very fast and can respond to the output 

command instantaneously, the sequence is complete and the device 

will give READY = 1 and go to step 1. Otherwise it will perform 

according to the instruction before giving the signal READY. In 

case of OUTD, it might also be necessary to transmit the data 

to I/O; e.g., card punch or paper tape, before the device is ready 

to handle further data'.

In most cases it is not desirable that the microprocessor 

stay idle while the device is dealing with instructions/data. In 

such schemes the device will put the busy flip-flop of status register 

to 1 and issue READY. The busy indicator will be turned off when 

device is free to deal with more instructions/data. In this case 

the programmer will test the status register of the I/O device before 

giving any command or data to the device; such a sequence is shown 

below:

5. DATA * CNTS TATUS V CONTRL*CNTSTATUSx-~ DATBUS 
STATUSQ «—  1; READY = 1

6 . Communication with the paper punch or tape, etc.
STATUSQ ■*—  0

3.4 Interrupt System for SMP-1 

Programmed I/O could cause considerable waste of micro- * 

processor time and at times could prove to be very inefficient,
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especially in systems using many I/O devices. In interrupt 

situations the device sends interrupt signals to MPU whenever it is 

ready for I/O operation.

SMP-1 can handle only one interrupt at a time . For 

systems having more than one interrupting devicez priority of 

different devices should be established outside the MPU by some 

sort of daisy chain or random logic. One method to deal with a

system having multiple interrupting devices is shown in Figure 3.1.

INTRPT = INTREQ0 V INTKEQ^ V ... V INTKEQ^

INTACK = INTACK A INTKEQO . o
INTACK1 = INTACK A INTKEQ^ A INTREQ^

INTACK^ = INTACK A INTREQq A INTRFQ^ ... A .INTREQ^

A device can be inhibited from making further interrupt 

requests by placing appropriate commands in its command register. 

Alternativelyz an addressable register could be used as MASK 

register to mask out INTREQ signals from disabled devices.

3.4.1 The AHPL Sequence for Interrupt Processing

68. II 1; INTACK = 1; IR 11110001;
AND = 1; MD ■<—  DBUS;
— *• READY/6 8
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TO
DEVICE^INTACK

INTREQ
DEVICEOR

INTREQINTREQ
SMU-1 DEVICE

INTREQ

DEVICE
INTREQ

Figure 3.1 Priority Select Logic
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69. MD DATBUS; OPACK = 1;0: 7
— > 38

Relevant portion of interrupting device will be:

1. INTREQ = 1
INTACK/1

2. DATBUS = DEVCODE; IDMA = 1; READY = 1;
— > OPACK/2

Each device capable of interrupting is assigned a device 

numberr which will be preloaded in its DEVCODE register, As soon 

as its interrupt is acknowledged, the device loads DEVCODE in 

DATBUS, which is subsequently loaded in MD^ ^ -

At step 68 MD is cleared and IR is loaded with JUN with

absolute addressing. II <—  1 is to avoid further interrupts. At

step 69 MD is loaded with code of interrupting device and program 

jumps to 38 (refer to 2.4). The program jumps to a location in 

page zero, depending on DEVCODE. Here a 3-byte absolute branch or 

2-byte program relative branch could be pre-loaded, which will 

force the program to branch to the service subroutine of this 

particular interrupt.

At step 68,11 1, so further interrupts cannot follow;

the programmer can clear II by having such instructions (dealing

with PSRH) in interrupt service routines- Caution should be

exercised in allowing further interrupts so that STACK does not

overflow. In some cases the programmer may wish to test STACKP

before enabling interrupt. Numbers of subroutines employed by
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interrupt routines could be a factor in the decision RET, which will 

be at the end of interrupt routines, automatically clearing II.

3.4,2 Unmaskable Interrupt

UMI input is provided in SMP-1. This could be an interrupt 

which should not be subject to any delay. However it is at the 

choice of the user as to how he would like to use this facility. It 

could be used for the power-fail routine of a microprocessor, or for 

emergency shut-down procedures in control system. So far as hardware 

is concerned the only difference between this and other interrupts 

is that it is not masked out by II (see 2,4).

3.5 Direct Memory Access 

If a large bulk of data is to be transferred from fast I/O to 

the MPU (or vice versa), DMA can prove to be very efficient and useful. 

The DMA controller has enough internal hardware and does not have to 

share any of CPU hardware - Therefore it can work independently of the 

CPU. The programmer will load the DMA controller registers with informa

tion like starting address, area of memory specified to different de

vices, and also whether the device is to be activated or not. The rest is 

the job of the DMA controller. Section 3.5..1 discusses an example 

of a 3-device DMA controller.

3.5.1 A Three-Device DMA Controller

Figure 3.2 shows, one of the possible DMA layouts.

The register in the DMA controller could either be 

considered as an extension of memory (only in cases where
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Figure 3.2 A Three-Device DMA Controller 
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less than 65536 words of memory are used) , and can be modified by

memory reference instructions. Otherwise they could be considered

as I/O port. Once the DMA fills in- the specified area it sends an

interrupt to the CPU so that a new area could be allotted. A possible

alternative is that the DMA shall start the process all over again

from the first start address. The latter approach saves time

but requires additional hardware in the DMA controller. The

user must make sure that the CPU will have enough time to deal with

previously stored data before it is over-written by fast I/O

devices. In this example the former approach is assumed.

The purpose of various registers shown in Figure 3.1:

START(16) Contains starting address for data transfer

COUNT(8) Contains number of words to be transferred

CNTRL(8) Contains information regarding I/O devices, for

example: CNTRLQ = 0 means device inactive
CNTRLq = 1 device active
CNTRL^ = 0 WRITE
CNTRL ̂ = 1 READ

3,5.1.1 AHPL Sequence for the DMA Controller

NOTE: This example assumes DMREG to be a memory extension.
Of the top sixteen addresses, fifteen are reserved for DMREG.

START has been broken into two registers.

LABEL: STARTH = START __; STARTL = START _8:15 0:7
MODULE: - DMA CONTROL BUSFLT; PAUSE

MEMORY : DMREG (15 : 8) ; DMADD (16) ; DMD (8)
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INPUT: DMREQ(3); MIO; RW? IDMA; INTACK; OPACK

OUTPUT: RW; MIO; BUSFLT; PAUSE; INTRPT; DMACK(3); READY

LABEL: DMREG = (STARTl! STARTL1! COUNTl! CNTRL1! STARTH2!

STARTL2! COUNT2 2 CNTRL21 STARTH3! STARTL3! COUNTS! 

CNTRL3! DEVCODEl! DEVCODE2! DEVCODE31

1. — V/DMREQ A IDMA/8
2. — OPREQ V MlO V ( X T a d BUS" )/l "For such situation DMA

does not have to do 
anything"

3. — RW/7

4. DMD *—  DMREG*DCD (ADBUS)0:15
5. DATBUS ■*—  DMD; READY = 1 "CPU reads data of

_  5 ^ / 4  selected register"

6. > 1
7. DMREG*DCD0-15 (ADBUS) •*—  DATBUS; READY = 1

"Selected register gets data 
from the microprocessor"

"Steps 4 to 7 are employed for transfer of 
data between DMREG and microprocessor"

DMREQ . A DMREQ , DMREQ A DMREQ2 A DMREQ3/16 "not shown"
"the priority among the three 
interrupting devices is established"

9, — >- CNTRLl /I "If the device has been de
activated GO to 1"

10, BUSFLT ■<—  1; PAUSE 1; DMACK1 = 1 "If BUSFLT is
D M M D 0:7 STMTII.; DMADD8:15 STAET1H aet^he!”itself
COUNTl f—  DEC(COUNTl) from ADBUS and

DATBUS"

11. RW = CNTRL ; ADBUS = DMADD; OPREQ = 1; MIO = 1 
— READY/11
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12.

13.

14.

15.

single register in which the word is assembled to be transmitted 

to the memory. After assembling the word the devices gives the DMKEQ 

signal to DMA controller. On receiving DMACK the device places 

its data register on DATEUS and waits for READY from memory. After 

getting the signal the device goes back to its sequence of 

assembling the word. Communication between the device and the 

controller is as follows:

1. .

STARTl <—  DEC (START'D ; BUSFLT <—  0 '
— ►V/COUNT1/1

•INTRPT = 1; DMD <—  DEVC0DE1; BUSFLT 0 
INTACK/13

DATBUS = DMD 
— *• OPACK/14

— 1

This sequence is suitable if the requesting device has a

Sequence for assembling word

25. DMREQ
— > DMACK/15

26. DATBUS = DDR "DDR is device data register in
READY/26 " ^ h  word is assembled"

27. — f 1
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The sole purpose of the devices (for example, card reader) 

is to assemble the word and put it on DATBUS „ They do not 

know where in the memory the word is placed. On the other hand, 

the job of the DMA controller is to keep track of when and where 

the word is placed. It does not care how it is assembled.

Now suppose that device #2 is slightly more sophisticated,

i.e., it has its own buffer which is at least as large as the 

largest memory area which could be assigned to the device. The DMA 

controlled sequence for this device will differ from that of 

device #1.

16.

17.

18.

19.

20.
21.

22.

23.

The corresponding device sequence is as follows: 

Sequence to fill buffer
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— CNTRL2q/1

BUSFLT 1; DMACK 1?
DMADD _ 4—  START2L; DMADD , _ «—  START2H 0:7 8:15

RW = CNTRL2 ; ADBUS = DMADD; OPREQ = 1 
MIO = 1;
— > READY/19

START2 DEC(START2); COUNT2 <—  DEC(COUNT2) 

^  V/COUNT/18

DMD ■<—  DEVCODE 2; BUSFLT 0; INTRPT = 1 
INACK/21

DATBUS = DMD 
r^OPACK/22

1
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30. DMREQ = 1  

— > DMACK/30

31. DATBUS = BUF*DCD(BAR)
— > READY/31

32. BAR -<—  DEC (BAR)
— INTRPT/31 '

33. — > 1

"BUF is device buffer and BAR is its address register"

As soon as the device receives INTRPT it goes to step 1; 

the remaining buffer will now be placed at the top of BUF; words will 

be assembled again to fill up BUFF; BAR will be initialized to the 

top of BUF and DMREQ will be sent to the DMA controller.

Other arrangements for implementing DMA are possible if 

they provide interfacing signals as shown in this section.
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